Breaking Waves: Ocean News
	Boom in mining for renewable energy minerals threatens Africa’s great apes
Researchers applaud move away from fossil fuels but say more must be done to mitigate effects on endangered species
Up to a third of Africa’s great apes are threatened by a boom in mining projects for minerals required for the renewable energy transition, new research shows.
read more
	UN names veteran EU official Astrid Schomaker as new biodiversity chief
German’s appointment to head Convention on Biological Diversity follows global failure to meet any targets on protecting ecosystems
The next UN biodiversity chief will be Astrid Schomaker, an EU civil servant who will be entrusted with helping the world confront the ongoing catastrophic loss of nature.
read more
	Early warning system to track Asian hornets unveiled by UK researchers
Monitoring station detects predatory species using artificial intelligence and sends alert so nests can be traced
An early warning system designed to track and trace predatory Asian hornets using artificial intelligence has been unveiled by experts from a British university.
Researchers from the University of Exeter have invented a system that draws hornets to a monitoring station. They land on a sponge cloth impregnated with food and an overhead camera captures images.
read more
	A big week for climate policy in Australia: what happened and what to make of it | Adam Morton
While Toyota falls in line on vehicle emission standards, an expert takes a dim view of ‘solar sunshot’ and the carbon offsets that aren’t
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The news cycle moves fast. There was a cascade of climate news as the country slowed down for Easter last week.
read more
	Female photographers celebrate Jane Goodall’s 90th birthday
Ninety wildlife and landscape photographers from around the world are marking the primatologist Jane Goodall turning 90 with a print sale of environmental pictures. The Jane Goodall Institute and the nonprofit Vital Impacts have collaborated on The Nature of Hope: 90 Years of Jane Goodall’s Impact, a 90-day sale with 60% of the proceeds going to the institute
 Continue reading...
	One in three UK water workers verbally abused amid sewage fury, GMB finds
Exclusive: public anger over river pollution affecting employee safety, union survey suggests
Water industry workers say they have been physically assaulted and feel unsafe working alone for fear of attack amid a public backlash over sewage dumping.
More than one in three UK water employees have been verbally abused at work, according to a survey of almost 1,300 staff conducted by the GMB union.
 Continue reading...
	Butterfly study finds sharpest fall on record for small tortoiseshell in England
Rate of decline in 2023 thought to be linked to climate breakdown as UK-wide survey shows mixed picture across 58 species
The small tortoiseshell butterfly has suffered its worst year on record in England, and has declined by 82% across the UK since 1976, according to the annual scientific count of butterfly populations.
read more
	When will the BBNJ Agreement deliver results?
npj Ocean Sustainability, Published online: 03 April 2024; doi:10.1038/s44183-024-00058-6
read more
	‘Average is awesome’: California pleased with result of critical snowpack survey
After years of swinging extremes, state snowpack is at rare average of 110%, setting up good water savings account for year ahead
On Tuesday morning California officials trekked into the mountains to share some exciting and unusual news: the state’s snowpack measurement is just about average. Across the state, the snowpack came in at roughly 110% – a measurement that is exceedingly rare in a changing climate.
read more
	Older trees help to protect an endangered species
The oldest trees in the forest help to prevent the disappearance of endangered species in the natural environment, according to a new study. This is the case of the wolf lichen -- threatened throughout Europe --, which now finds refuge in the oldest trees in the high mountains of the Pyrenees. This study reveals for the first time the decisive role of the oldest trees in the conservation of other living beings thanks to their characteristic and unique physiology.

